
WACEO AISBL� Light Assessment on Rarible DAO

RARIBLE DAO Light Assessment by WACEO AISBL - WACEO AISBL is a non-profit

organization with a mission to provide regulatory clarity to blockchain-based projects.

Such projects include DAOs, NFTs, DeFi, and other blockchain implementations. The

organization provides expert legal advice, assessment services, and business

consultation services. WACEO also offers legal representation to entity-less projects.

When working with a DAO, our first point of action is to conduct light assessments on its

existing structure. These assessments enable us to identify and highlight the legal and

regulatory risks and liabilities associated with the DAO.
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In this report, we highlight the results of a light assessment conducted on Rarible DAO.

The report covers the DAO’s profile and analyzes potential legal and regulatory risks,

particularly in relation to intellectual property, taxation, AML and KYC, and the MiCa.

DAO PROFILE

Rarible is an NFT marketplace with a goal to evolve fully into a DAO. With over $64 million

in total lifetime volume and 57k monthly protocol users, Rarible is currently one of the

largest NFT trading platforms. The Rarible protocol utilizes smart contracts, standards,

and APIs for minting, buying, selling and bidding NFTs.

In addition to allowing users/artists to tokenize their work, Rarible also issues its own

governance token called $RARI. The majority of the total supply of these tokens �60%� is

allocated to buyers and sellers equally every week. 30% of the tokens available are

reserved for investors and the team. The remaining 10% is supplied to everyone who has

purchased NFTs, regardless of their platform. In brief, holders of the $RARI can

submit/vote on proposals, moderate creators on Rarible, and curate featured artworks.

RISKS AND REGULATORY ISSUES IDENTIFIED.

Applicable Law & Liability.

It is important to note that three kinds of principles affect the jurisdiction of Mantra. They

also determine the applicable law. The first is the territorial principle, which is the right of

a state to exercise its jurisdiction on its territory. The second is the active personality

principle. This refers to the right of a state to exercise jurisdiction over their own citizen.

The third is the passive personality principle. It is the right of a state to exercise

jurisdiction over a person harming one's citizen.

According to Rarible’s website, it is incorporated as a Limited Liability Company in

Wilmington, Delaware. This means that it is subject to Delaware state and US federal
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laws. Also, to the extent that it operates in the territory of the European Union, EU law

applies. Having its current operations running through an LLC is a good call from Rarible’s

side to limit the liability of its employees, founders and investors.

The situation for a future Rarible DAO is more uncertain. While certain jurisdictions allow

the incorporation of DAOs (e.g. Cayman Islands, Wyoming), the overall regulatory

landscape is still underdeveloped. For instance, all DAOs are considered 'general

partnerships under EU law.' This means all respective members are considered ‘partners’

and can be held jointly and fully liable on behalf of the entire organization. Staying up to

date with regulatory developments and building a compliant corporate structure is thus

paramount for Rarible DAO’s success.

Tax Law.

As it stands, Rarible is obligated to pay taxes on the state and federal levels in the US.

Given that its main income is in ETH, the IRS will tax Rarible like stocks or other property.

However, Rarible may also need to pay VAT in cases where it re-sells NFTs. Regarding the

Rarible DAO, it would be necessary to consider the tax implications of classifying the DAO

as a separate entity.

However, there could be far more complex tax issues for users trading on the platform.

The nature of NFTs makes tax issues surrounding them highly complex. In contrast to

other crypto-assets, NFTs make it hard to distinguish what the asset is, where it is, and

how much it is worth. Moreover, as mentioned above, the re-selling of NFTs may be

subject to VAT. All of these open questions naturally lead to difficulties in taxation. It is,

therefore, crucial that the respective tax laws of the sellers’ and buyers’ jurisdictions are

clarified before a transaction occurs.
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IP Law.

One of the most challenging issues faced in the NFT space is IP law. However, the

professional consensus is that acquiring a mere NFT does not give the purchaser

copyright to the underlying work unless otherwise specified. Moreover, under the droit de

suite regime in EU law, authors of artworks are granted a right to receive a royalty for any

future resale(s) of their artwork. The law specifically states that:

“Authors of artworks are granted an unassignable, inalienable and unwaivable right to

receive a royalty for any future resale(s) of their artwork, provided the resale meets the

requirements set out in the Directive (“resale right”)”.

By providing an OpenSea integration, Rarible solves potential issues surrounding droit de

suite. This is because creators minting NFTs are enabled to set a resale commission when

minting. However, one issue that Rarible will certainly encounter are instances where

sellers violate the copyrights of a third party. It is expected that the NFT space will

witness several IP lawsuits going forward. Therefore, Rarible must ensure it does not

facilitate copyright violations on its platform. Another potential solution could be the

integration of a dispute resolution platform (e.g. Kleros) with specialized arbitrators on

NFT specific IT disputes.

AML/KYC.

While there exist no current regulations on the AML/KYC requirements for NFT dealers on

an EU level or within the US, it is likely to be expected that regulation in this area will be

introduced soon.

However, it should be noted that AMLD5 (the 5th EU AML Directive) contains some

important provisions that impact AML/KYC requirements. The directive considers

crypto-to-crypto exchange service providers to fall within the purview of national

AML/KYC requirements. Also, it contains a broader FATF �Financial Action Task Force on

Money Laundering) definition that demands all ‘virtual asset service providers’ to be in

scope of AML/KYC requirements. Hence, in AMLD5’s March 2021 draft guidance for a
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risk-based approach to virtual assets and virtual asset service providers �VASPs), the

FATF proposes to amend the definition of virtual assets (VAs). This new definition will

mean that items or tokens which 'on their face’ do not appear to constitute VAs may now

be deemed be VAs that enable the transfer or exchange of value or facilitate money

laundering or terrorist financing �ML/TF�.

Given the AMLD5’s implementation of the broader FATF definition of VASPs that are

obligated to follow AML requirements, it is clear that the NFT platforms like Rarible might

have to adhere to AML/KYC requirements in the near future. Being aware of these

developments and current requirements when developing new products is thus of

essential importance.

The European Commission’s Regulation of Markets In Crypto-Assets �Mica) Proposal.

Although there is no official timeline available yet, it is expected that the European

Commission's Regulation of Markets in Crypto-assets �MiCA� proposal will be

implemented by 2024. While the contents of the regulation are not final, the proposal by

the Commission gives a good sense of what to expect. Due to its legislative nature, MiCA

will not have to be implemented into the national law of the member states to take effect

in the EU. Moreover, any crypto business wishing to operate in the EU which does not fall

under any of the exemptions listed will have to abide by the regulation.

Rarible deals with different tokens, as can be seen above. The $RARI Token would fall

under the proposed MiCa regulation as ‘utility tokens’ �DEA token). Similarly, NFTs would

most certainly be regarded as ‘asset-referenced tokens .'Moreover, Rarible would be seen

as a crypto-asset service provider �CASP� under the regulation.

As Rarible would be regarded as a CASP, section 5 of the proposal is of great importance

as it concerns the authorization of CASPs. For instance, companies will need to receive

prior approval from competent member state governments to provide crypto-asset
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services. Additionally, several other regulatory requirements will have to be met by CASPS

depending on their business model, capital or internal governance structure.

BOTTOM LINE.

When joining a DAO, the members should not only be aware of the technical but also the

legal and regulatory risks. DAOs must organize to develop and implement compliance

roadmaps to achieve sustainable growth in line with legal and regulatory frameworks. The

various legal and regulatory risks and challenges of DAOs and the current legislations

regarding their status make the navigation of the regulatory landscape for DAOs tricky.

This is why WACEO AISBL aims to build a trusted ecosystem of DAOs and competent

service providers. This would allow compliance-seeking DAOs to interact with Service

Providers to support them with the dynamic legal and regulatory risks or challenges.

These light assessments will provide DAOs with the necessary insights they may require

to mitigate their regulatory risks and liabilities effectively. With these assessments, DAOs

gain an incredible edge in their navigation of an uncertain regulatory landscape.

�Disclaimer: The information for this assessment-coverage was sourced from public sources. The assessment should not be
construed as investment or legal advice. August 2021
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